AEROBICS HEALTH AS MEANS OF INCREASING SOMATIC HEALTH OF STUDENTS OF SPECIAL MEDICAL GROUP
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Annotation. We prove the feasibility of employment by improving aerobic low intensity (LowImpact - heart rate in the range 128-140 beats / min, or 60-74% of HR max) with students of special medical groups with disabilities cardiovascular system. The choice of three varieties of improving aerobics - classical, dance, tap dance - and with the help of laboratory experiment investigated the specificity of their effects on the physical health of students. According to the results of laboratory studies developed two versions of the author's method of application for improving aerobic physical education classes with students with disabilities but cardiac-vascular system, the main difference between them lies in the relationship and the manner of the classical sequence of exercises, dance, step aerobics. By comparing the results of educational experiments proved that both variants techniques contribute significantly improved key indicators of physical health subjects and thus are fairly equal in the nature of exposure.
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Introduction

In opinion of many specialists in the field of students’ physical education [17, 15, 6, 5], recent years specificity of teaching of discipline “Physical culture” in HEE is characterized by desire to develop and implement new means of health improving influence on trainees that is conditioned by increasing of quantity of students with weakened health, who attend physical culture classes as members of special health groups (SHG). With it, if teaching of physical culture at main groups is carried out in compliance with approximate program for HEE, for special health groups such program is absent and it forces HEE departments to independently develop program materials. In some HEE such situation gives birth to practice of mastering this discipline by writing essays [27].

By the data of G.F. Zhovan, O.G. Rumba [16], in 2012-13 the quantity of DHG students in HEEs of Russian Federation was about 35-40%. From them up to 30-60% have problems, connected with cardio-vascular system (CVS). These problems are, mainly, vegetative disorders, arrhythmia, tachycardia, instability of BP, dyspnea, low level of physical workability and general endurance. The enumerated symptoms are characteristic, nowadays, already for people of student age; in the future they, as a rule, result in hypertension, arteriosclerosis, coronary disease, cardiac infarction [25, 3].

Main reason of cardio vascular abnormalities, in the opinion of medical workers, [32, 2, 31], is low level of motion activity, which is accompanied by reduction of heart size, decreasing of stroke and minute blood volume, pulse rising, reducing of mass of circulating blood, resulted in quicker wear and aging of heart. For example, by the data of O.G. Rumba, with biological norm 14-19 thousand of locomotion per 24 hours, students with CVS problems fulfill in average 5.5 – 6.5 locomotion and it is practically three times less than it is required. Alongside with it, exactly optimal motion activity is the main mean of training and strengthening of CVS, and it has a lot of competent evidences and experimental proofs [1, 12, 9, 14, 4]. With it physical load of aerobic character has the most of health improving effect for CVS that is proved by having extremely positive reputation aerobic system by Kenneth Cooper.

Nowadays “aerobics” is understood as a synthesis of rendering general development gymnastic and dance exercises, which are carried out to rhythmic music in continuous way [19]. Including of aerobics in curriculum physical culture classes at HEEs has already being been wide spread and is very popular among students, especially girl-student. By the words of G.A. Zaytseva, O.A. Medvedieva [18], such trainings are good owing to their emotionality (due to musical accompaniment and specific instructor’s comments) and high motor density (due to continuous way of their conducting). They promote complex development of all physical qualities, improvement of physical and functional state, that condition general strengthening of health. One of key features of aerobics is possibility to exactly dose intensity of load within one training (owing to one or another pulse regime), and it is the main condition of building of health related trainings of persons, who have CVS problems.

However, in spite of all pluses of aerobics, it is mainly used in trainings of health students and it is substantially scientifically grounded in large number of dissertations [7, 24, 21]. Concerning the students of special health groups, there are some works, devoted to them, [26, 28, 15], but they, mainly, do not touch on students with CVS problems.

The absence of scientifically grounded methodic of health related aerobics’ (and its kinds) application at physical culture classes with SHG students, having CVS problems, conditioned the problem of our research. We consider evident the presence of preconditions to somatic health improvement of the students of this nosological group as a result of systemic health related aerobics’ trainings of low impact.

The article has been prepared by the results of work at project No. 6.2093.2011 “Kinesio-therapy in the system of HEE students’ health improvement”, which was carried out in the frames of State task of Ministry of education of Russia, issued to subordinated HEEs for fulfillment of HHOKP.
Purpose, tasks of the work, material and methods

The problem’s urgency and necessity in searching of the ways of its solution conditioned our working hypothesis, which was built on assumption that health related low impact aerobics (Low Impact – HBF within 128-140 b.p.m., or 60-74% from HBF max) in physical culture trainings of students with CVS problems is purposeful. With it dosing of aerobic load shall be executed by means of optimal correlation and alternating of classic, dancing and step-aerobics that will create favorable conditions for increasing of general workability and development of aerobic endurance of the trainees. Besides, it is purposeful to include power exercises, facilitating blood circulation improvement, including owing to expansion of capillary vessels’ net in skeleton and heart muscles. All these together will permit to correct functional state of CVS and improve general level of students’ somatic health.

The purpose of the work is to scientifically ground methodic of health related aerobics’ application at physical culture classes with SHG students, who have CVS disabilities.

The tasks of the work:
1) To study peculiarities of construction of SHG students’, with CVS problems, physical education classes;
2) To study peculiarities of motion activity and self-feeling specificities of SHG students, who have CVS problems;
3) To determine effectiveness of including of aerobics’ different kinds into content of physical culture classes with SHG students, who have CVS problems;
4) To work out methodic of application of health related aerobics at physical culture classes with SHG students, who have CVS problems and estimate its effectiveness.

The methods of the research: theoretical analysis and generalization of special literature data; questioning and talks; step-metering; pulse-metering; pedagogic observation; anthropometric examinations; testing of physical conditions; testing of functional level; testing of self-feeling, activity, mood; method of indices; laboratory experiment; pedagogical experiment; methods of mathematical statistics.

Results of the researches

Analytical studies showed that in all HEEs of Russian Federation students with CVS problems and other health disorders are arranged in SNG for physical culture trainings. In connection with increasing of SNG quantity, great number of specialists deals with scientific foundation of content and orientation of physical culture classes at special academic department (SAD). Most of them mark out three key components, which influence on efficiency of physical education process at SHG: principles of formation of academic groups; selection of effective physical culture means; formation of motivation for active physical culture activity [17, 27, 30].

The problem of choosing principles of academic groups’ formation from SHG students was comprehensively studied by Ye.N. Kopeykina [22]. The author pointed to six main approaches: formation by nosological principle, considering physical conditions; considering functional abilities; on the base of counter-indications to physical load; on the base of individual-differentiated approach; by gender factors. With it, as the author marks, most specialists admit that nosological principle of SHG formation is the most purposeful [22].

Concerning selection of effective physical culture means for SHG student, we can conclude that most of researchers relate to them gymnastics and its kinds (yoga, health related aerobics, exercises of Pilates’s system, breathing exercises and so on) with compulsory differentiated approach [29, 20]. Regarding the problem of degree and dosing of physical load for SHG students separately, specialists do not come to unanimous opinion, concerning its digital value. But they point, that it is important for instructor to adequately evaluate purposefulness of one or another physical culture mean’s application, to regulate load in compliance with students’ self-feeling, to consider their interests and wishes [8].

Concerning persons with CVS problems, they are recommended mainly to practice different kinds of gymnastics, aerobic cyclic exercises, outdoor games. In the question of physical load specialists, in general, are of the same opinion, videilcet in the following parameters: HBF – 55-75% from maximal, duration of training – up to 60 minutes, regularity – 3-5 times a week [10, 13].

The problem of application of health related aerobics (HRA) at physical culture classes in educational establishments has been studied rather in detail; efficiency of such classes is estimated positively. Many authors point at possibility of HRA inclusion in content of physical culture trainings of SNG students [26, 28, 15, 33, 34]. With it, practically all researchers, whose works were analyzed, note, that increasing of general workability of the trainees is achieved with continuous load of aerobic character (duration not less than 20-60 minutes), with participation of large muscular groups; general duration of classes, showing noticeable training effect, is 10-16 weeks. Besides, training load shall be in certain compliance with current functional abilities of every student and it shall be increased gradually.

Results of carried out by us monitoring of CVS problems of NRU «BelGU» students in 2008-13, presented in fig.1 and table 1, witness, that annually, in average, about 30-40% of University students are joint to SAD of physical education department owing to different health abnormalities. Form them about 30% have CVS abnormalities, the most frequent of which is vegeto-vascular dystonia (about 50%).
Fig. 1. Data about quantity of НИУ «BelGU» students, reckoned in SAD in 2005-13, and about percentage of students with CVS disabilities at SAD

General picture of CVS abnormalities among SAD students, witnesses that great majority of young people are not exempted from practical physical culture trainings and attend them as members of SHG groups. The presented figures in general are in compliance with analogous data of the country.

### Table 1

Data of CVS abnormalities' character of NRU “BelGU” in 2008-13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character of CVS abnormalities</th>
<th>Distribution of indicators (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2008-09 Ac. year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrhythmia</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brachycardia</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varix dilatation</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegeto-vascular dystonia (VVD)</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intracranial pressure (IP)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypotension</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiopathy</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurocirculatory dystonia (NCD))</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebral circulatory insufficiency</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valvular defect</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitral valve prolapsed (MVP)</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac failure</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tachycardia</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac murmurs</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For describing of scope and character of SHG students’ with CVS problems motion activity we used methods of step-metering and questioning. All tested were conventionally divided into three groups, each containing 30 girls and 30 boys for step-metering and, accordingly, 50 girls and 50 boys for questioning:

- Group A - students of main group, who had no noticeable health abnormalities;
- Group B students of SHG, having CVS problems;
- Group C – SHG students, having different health abnormalities, except CVS.

The obtained data permitted to state, that with biological norm of 14-19 daily locomotion, students of group A fulfill in average 9 thousand locomotion; students of group B – in average 4.1 thousand locomotion; students of group C – in average 5.6 thousand locomotion that is lower than standard correspondingly 1.5, 4 and 3 times. With it, it was found that in groups A and B average daily scope of boys’ motion activity is higher than the girls’ one. In group C, on the contrary, girls’ indicators were higher than boys’ ones. In general it can be concluded that motion activity scope of NRU “BelGU” students is lower than standard, independent on health group. With it, the lowest indicators of average daily and average weekly locomotion belong to SHG students, who have CVS problems.

Results of questioning witness, that most of group B girls, considering their motion activity sufficient, mainly go home from place of study and back by transport (60%) and prefer passive kinds of leisure (51%). Only 24% of them practice regularly some physical exercises except curriculum physical culture classes at HEE and 50% do it periodically; with it, most of them practice independently, in average 1-4 hours a week, health related walking or dances. The most interesting kinds of motion activity, which attract attention of girls, are: yoga (40%), bicycle (40%), health related swimming (32%), dancing (30%), aqua-aerobics (22%), aerobics (16%).

Most of group B boys also ion general go to university and back home by transport (46%) and prefer passive kinds of leisure (74%). About 80% of them practice additionally some physical exercises: 40% regularly and 48% - periodically; with it, most of them practice independently, in average 1-3 hours a week, athletic gymnastics and health related run. The most interesting for them kinds of motion activity, which they would like to practice, are: bicycle (34%), health related swimming (34%), athletic gymnastics (22%), health related run (18%), yoga (14%), dances (14%).

In the whole, studying of motion activity of SHG students with CVS problems witnesses about passivity of most of the tested, about absence of interest to physical culture trainings, about significant deficit of age locomotion standard – and all these against the background of their inadequate evaluation of own motion activity.

Specificity of self feeling of SNG students with CVS problems was studied in order to determine character of CVS abnormalities’ demonstration, in case of their presence, to analyze possible interconnection between motion activity scope and students’ self-feeling as well as to give further foundation of value and character of motion loads, which would be optimal for the tested category of students. The study was carried out by mean of questioning, in which the same 300 hundred students (groups A, B, C), as in the previous examination, took part.

The obtained data permitted to state, that most of SNG students with CVS problems often feel pain in chest and heart area, heavy breathing, extremities coldness, podedema and ankle swelling, dizziness, syncope, attacks of frequent heart rhythm and suffer from hypertension or hypotension. Many of them have inherited aptitude to CVS problems.

Generalization of results of research of SHG students’ with CVS problems self-feeling specificities and motion activity peculiarities permitted to assume, that when selecting means of health related physical culture, it is necessary to consider the following conditions:

- the used means shall substantially increase the quantity of average daily locomotion, fulfilled by a trainee;
- the used means shall ensure possibility of durable work in aerobic regime of intensity;
- the used means shall be interesting for students and increase their interest to active physical culture activity;
the used means shall be sufficiently various by their forms and content in order to ensure steady students’ interest to trainings.

Orientating of the listed conditions and the data of special literature, we chose health related aerobics (HRA) as a key method of functional training of SHG students, having CVS problems. At present, there is a great variety of its kinds, among which are: classic (basic), dancing, step-, slide-, aqua-, pump-aerobics; aerobics with elements of martial arts, cycling, tracking, fit-ball-aerobics and other. For our research we selected three, widely spread nowadays, kinds:

Classic (basic) aerobics (CA) is a synthesis of gymnastic exercises of general development, which are fulfilled to rhythmic music, on the spot, with movements forward-backward, from side to side. Main physiological orientation – development of endurance, rising of functional level of cardio-respiratory system. In specialists’ opinion CA is not only basic, but also the most spread and established kind of HRA. Main CA steps and their modifications are used in different ways in all kinds of HRA. In this connection, knowing of terminology, basic techniques and skills of main CA steps is a key factor with training of any other HRA kind;

Dancing aerobics (DA) implies using of different dance movements and combinations, which stylistically correspond to one or another dance (hip-hop, jazz, tango, samba and etc.), in combination with different steps, jumps, gymnastic exercises. This kind of HRA is an effective mean of cardio-training, as far as owing to high emotionality of exercises, trainees bear physical load much easier. Besides, DA facilitates development of coordination, trains to move beautifully, dance, releases from complexes that is important for young people of 17-19 years old age;

Step-aerobics (SA) implies fulfillment of exercises of different HRA styles (mainly of basic style), but with application of special step-platform (bench with adjustable height, from 10 to 30 cm), which permits to fulfill different steps on the bench, from it and over it in different directions. This kind of HRA is physiologically more difficult than the previous two and renders the most noticeable influence of the state of cardio-respiratory system. Specialists define SA as the most accessible and effective kinds of HRA.

In HRA intensity of load is determined by amplitude and rate of movements’ fulfillment as well as by application (or absence of application) of different weights and jumps. Depending on the mentioned factors aerobic training can be conducted at different levels of load’s intensity [23, 19, 11]:

1. low intensity Low Impact): is characterized by fulfillment of movements with low amplitude, little resistance and at extremely low strike load; as a rule, rather simple by coordination low-amplitude movements are used (side step, open, cross steps, steps Mambo, overflowing steps, lunges, rising legs by 45º, jumps from foot to foot and etc.), working HBF is within 128-140 b.p.m. (60-74% from HBF max);
2. middle intensity (Mix Impact): movements are fulfilled with low amplitude but at high strike load, or with high amplitude - at low strike load; as a rule jumps and running, alternating by walking, are used; complexes are worked out for functionally prepared trainees – working HBF in average 136-168 b.p.m. (68-84% from HBF max);
3. high intensity (High Impact): is characterized by fulfillment of movements with high amplitude and big resistance, or at high speed and high strike load; as a rule, different weights or apparatuses are applied with great number of run and jump movements – working HBF increases up to 154-200 b.p.m. (77-100% from HBF max).

Orientating on main principles of theory of load’s dosing (M.I. Fonariov, L.P. Matveyev, F.Z. Meyerson, N.M. Amosov, I.V. Muravov, Ya.N. Vienbaum, V.N. Platonov) and experience of American Association of Cardiologists’ specialists [1], from all presented above variants of load intensity, we regarded the first one (Low Impact) as the main content component. With it, considering physiological curve of health related aerobics’ training, HBF 128-140 b.p.m. was regarded as aerobics’ peak [11].

In specialists’ opinion [19, 18], optimal structure of HRA training is commonly adopted three-parts structure, consisting of warming up, main and final parts that completely complies with requirements of approximate program for HEEs on discipline “Physical culture” (2000). The content of these parts is recommended to be built in the following way:

warming up part: warming up and stretching;
main part: aerobics and power training;
final part: post-stretching (exercises for stretching and relaxing after power training).

Physiological curve of HRA envisages smooth increasing of HBF up to values, corresponding to aerobic phase in the process of aerobic warming up; further – increasing of load to aerobic peak in the process of aerobic training; further reducing of HBF to values of aerobic warming up; further – insignificant increasing of HBF in the process of power training; further – smooth reducing of HBF to rest values in the process of post-stretching [11].

The mentioned recommendations to building of HRA trainings were fully observed in the course of laboratory researches devoted to problem of inclusion of classic (CA) aerobics, dancing (DA), step-aerobics (SA) in content of physical culture classes with SHG students, having CVS problems.

Laboratory experiment was carried out at department of physical education No.1 of NRU “BelGU” in 2nd semester of 2007-2008 academic year (January-June 2008). In the experiment 162 students of 1-2 years of study took part; these students were the members of SHG by the following CVS abnormalities: VVD, NCD, IP, MVP, hypertension, arrhythmia, tachycardia, cardiac murmurs. We formed four groups, without considering sex: three experimental groups (EG1 -16 boys, 25 girls; EG2 – 18 boys, 23 girls; EG3- 18 boys, 23 girls) and one control group (CG – 17 boys, 22 girls). In EG1 at academic classes (ATC) on physical culture, in experimental block of main part of
the training basic steps and complexes of classic aerobics (CA) were used, in EG2 – dancing aerobics (DA), in EG3 – step-aerobics (SA). The content of ATC main part in CG corresponded to working program of physical education department No.1 of NRU “BelGU”, which was created by instructors for all students with health problems without considering their nosology. This program is a simplified variant of approximate program on discipline “Physical culture” (2000) for healthy students of main health group. Warming up and final parts of trainings in all four groups were the same. Training load was regulated, considering disease, current self-feeling, sex. ATCs on physical culture were carried out in compliance with time-table for Academic groups, twice a week; duration of each training was 90 minutes. Total scope of classes in every group was 68 hours.

Content of experimental trainings was determined, considering commonly adopted three-part structure of a training (see fig. 3).

In every part of training, for self-control, students measured HBF by palpation. Maximal values were in aerobic block – 130-140 b.p.m. that complied with recommended values for persons with limited CVS indicators.
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**Fig. 3. Physical culture ATC structure in EG1, EG2, EG3 in laboratory experiment**

In table 2 the steps, which were mastered by EG students, are specified as well as the order of their mastering in semester cycle of trainings.

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№ of training</th>
<th>EG1, classic aerobics</th>
<th>EG2, dancing aerobics</th>
<th>EG3, step-aerobics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-10</td>
<td>Mastering of basic steps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-22</td>
<td>Combination of basic steps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-33</td>
<td>Complicated combination of basic steps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In EG1 (CA) basic steps and their combinations were fulfilled on the floor, without flight phase, hands working below heart level. In EG2 (DA) basic steps were also fulfilled on the floor, but some of theme were modified (V-step,
Mambo, Step-cross, Grapevine and other) and they could have flight phase (Step-cross, Kneeup and other), working of hands above heart level was admitted. In EG3 (SA) basic steps were fulfilled on the floor with application of special step-platform of ≈15 cm height, flight phase was excluded, hands’ work – below heart level.

Generalization of results of laboratory researches permitted to conclude that inclusion of HRA in content of physical culture trainings of SHG students, who have CVS problems, influences favorably on their functional state, facilitates rising of their somatic health’s level and conditions increasing of motion activity. With it, rising of functional level is noticeable, first of all, as increasing of general (cardio-respiratory) endurance, as increasing of aerobic abilities of organism, as economizing of myocardium’s functioning, increasing of physical workability and, as a result, as improvement of general state of cardio-respiratory system. Influence of HRA on physical conditions and physical level of the trainees manifested in increasing of respiratory excursion and improvement of coordination.

Appraising direct influence of every kind from the studied kinds of HRA, we may conclude, that the most effective influence on key health indicators was rendered by step-aerobics’ trainings. However it should be noted, that there was substantial increment of a number of coordination abilities of the students, who were trained dancing aerobics.

Comparing efficiency of experimental trainings with consideration of sex, we could conclude that biggest amount of positive changes was registered in boys’ groups. This factor can be connected with novelty of HRA influence, as far as, as questioning has showed, nearly all tested boys had never practiced this kind of motion activity, while for most of girls it was, to some extent, familiar.

In general, the carried out researches showed, that inclusion of HRA in content of physical culture trainings of SHG students, having CVS problems, is purposeful and perspective, independent on the sex of the trainees. With it, all...
three studied HRA kinds – classic, dancing and step-aerobics, are effective. However the just step-aerobics has the highest potential of influence on functional status of the trainees.

By the results of laboratory researches we carried out analytical work in order to create the author’s methodic of health related aerobics at physical culture trainings of SHG students, having CVS problems. The methodic was developed in compliance with approved approximate program for HEEs on discipline “Physical culture” (2000), with annual planning, according to which 136 hours a year are assigned for physical culture (68 classes – 68 hours (34 classes) in every semester). Organizationally, every ATC is determined by commonly adopted three - parts’ structure (see fig.3).

Exercises of classic, dancing and step-aerobics were the main training mean of health related orientation in the developed methodic. With it, considering the revealed difference of their influence, it was decided to include in content of trainings all mentioned kinds of HRA. However, orienting on results of laboratory experiment, we could not come to unanimous conclusion concerning correlation of the studied HRA kinds in experimental trainings. On the one hand, we proved purposefulness of application of every of them, but, on the other hand, the most noticeable positive influence on the trainees’ physical conditions was rendered by step-aerobics in the course of laboratory experiment. In this connection we developed two variants of experimental methodic, with main difference among them being correlation and alternating order of the regarded HRA kinds. In particular, variant No.1 implied domination of step-aerobics against the background of alternation of HRA kinds at every ATC; variant No. 2 implied equal correlation of all HRA kinds against the background of successive mastering of each of them in the 1st semester and strict their alternating at every ATC in the 2nd semester (see tables 3-4).

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HRA kind</th>
<th>Number of training</th>
<th>I semester</th>
<th>II semester</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classic aerobics</td>
<td>2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16</td>
<td>1,5,9,13,17,21,25,29,33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step aerobics</td>
<td>3,5,7,9,11,13,15,23</td>
<td>2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30,32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dancing aerobics</td>
<td>18,20,22,24,26,28,30,32,34</td>
<td>3,7,11,15,19,23,27,31,33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HRA kind</th>
<th>Number of training</th>
<th>I semester</th>
<th>II semester</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classic aerobics</td>
<td>2-12</td>
<td>1,4,7,10,13,16,19,22,25,28,31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step aerobics</td>
<td>13-23</td>
<td>2,5,8,11,14,17,20,23,26,29,32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dancing aerobics</td>
<td>24-34</td>
<td>3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24,27,30,33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pedagogical experiments on testing of efficiency of the developed methodic variants were carried out from September 2008 to May 2010: in 2008-2009 academic year the first variant of the methodic was tested; in 2009-2010 ac. Year – the second variant. Three groups of students were formed: two experimental groups (EG1 and EG2) and one control (CG). CG students (n=45: 29 girls and 16 boys) were trained by curriculum program of physical education department No.1 of NRU “BelGU”, which was created by department’s instructors for all SHG students, without consideration of their nosological types. In program of EG we included developed variants of experimental methodic: EG1 students (n=45: 29 girls and 16 boys) tested variant No.1, EG2 students (n=44: 28 girls and 16 boys) – variant No.2. All students - participants of experiments – were the members of SHG owing to their health problems with CVS, among which: VVD, NCD, IP, MVP of 1st degree without regurgitation, hypotension, hypertension, arrhythmia, tachycardia.
Comparing results of all groups (EG1, EG2, CG) students we could conclude that both variants of experimental methodic rendered more noticeable positive influence on key indicators on students’ CVS functional state in comparison with acting unified for all nosological groups, working program of department. In particular, boys and girls of both EG demonstrated (р≤0.05) economizing of myocardium’s work, increasing of physical workability, rising of general endurance, improvement of general state of cardio-respiratory system. In the aspect of influence on physical level and physical conditions of the tested more positive influence of both variants of methodic (р≤0.05) on chest mobility, strength and coordination was registered. (р≤0.05).
Comparative analysis of EG1 and EG2 results witnesses that application of the first variant of the methodic facilitated arising of more expressed positive dynamics (р≤0.05) in indicators of economizing of myocardium functioning and vegetative regulation of CVS functioning of both girls and boys. Application of the second variant facilitated more expressed (р≤0.05) increasing of physical workability, improvement of general state of cardio-respiratory system (as per Skibinskaya’s index – in girls group) and coordination.

Comparing of summarizing indicators of EG1 and EG2 students’ somatic health, which were calculated by methodic of Apanasenko, witnesses that as a result of experiment EG1 boys showed more favorable values of Robinson’s index; EG2 girls – more favorable values of HBF restoration time after moderate physical load and total sum of all indicators. This, in particular, points, that the first variant of the methodic facilitated more expressed aerobic abilities of boys; the second variant – more expressed increasing of physical; workability and general level of girls’ health.

Comparing results of all three groups (EG1, EG2, CG) students we can conclude that both variants of experimental methodic rendered more noticeable influence on most of health indicators, involved in methodic of Apanasenko, in comparison with working program of the department. In particular, the tested manifested increasing of aerobic abilities of organism, physical workability, strength, general level of health. With it, the first variant of the methodic influenced on strength abilities of the trainees a little bit stronger, while the second variant – influenced on aerobic ones.

In total, the changes, which occurred, conditioned confident increasing of somatic health level of both EG students. For example, in EG1 the boys’ health level raised from “low” to “middle” and the girls’ – up to level “below middle”. In EG2 health level of both girls and boys raised from “low” to “middle”.

Thus, the conducted researches confirmed our hypothesis and proved that it is purposeful to use Low Impact health related aerobics in academic process on discipline “Physical culture” in order to improve SHG students’(who have CVS problems) somatic health. Both variants of experimental methodic are highly effective and, with it, they are rather equal by the character of their influence. Alongside with it, it should be noted that variant No.1 rendered more...
noticeable positive influence on economizing of myocardium functioning, vegetative indicators, power abilities of boys and girls. Variant No.2 rendered more noticeable influence on organism’s aerobic abilities and coordination of girls and boys, as well as on physical workability and general state of cardio-respiratory system of girls.

**Summary**

1. Nowadays, up to 35-40% of students of Russian Federation are members of SHG for physical culture training; from them about 30-60% owing to CVS problems. In specialists’ opinion with carrying out of health related physical culture trainings with such category of students it is purposeful: 1) to form academic groups, considering nosology; 2) apply gymnastic, aerobic cyclic, breathing and game exercises; 3) to observe the following load parameters: HBF – 55-75% from max, duration of a training up to 60 min, regularity – 3-5 times a week.

2. SHG students’, having CVS abnormalities, motion activity is characterized by not-objective self-appraisal of fulfilled locomotion’s quantity, against the background of biological norm’s deficit (3-4 times lower) and absence of interest to active physical culture activity. In particular, with age standard 14-19 thousand of daily locomotion, SHG boys fulfill in average 4,7 thousand locomotion and girls — 3,6 thousand. More than 50% go home from the place of study and back by transport and prefer passive leisure. Only 15-20% practice additionally physical exercises 5-6 hours a week.

3. Self-feeling of students with CVS problems is characterized mainly by frequent pains in area of heart and chest, heavy breathing, extremes coldness, swelling of feet and ankles, dizziness, syncope, attacks of sudden HBF rising, non-stable BP. Many of them have inherited aptitude to cardio-vascular diseases.

4. Inclusion of Low Impact classic, dancing and step-aerobics in content of SHG students’ physical culture trainings favorably influences on functional state of the trainees, facilitates rising of somatic health’s general level and conditions increasing of motion activity. Rising of the trainees’ functional level is expressed in increasing of general (cardio-respiratory) endurance (р≤0.05), in increasing of aerobic abilities (р≤0.05), economizing of myocardium functioning (р≤0.05), improvement of physical workability (р≤0.05), raising of cardio-respiratory system’s general level (р≤0.05). Influence of the listed above kinds of health related aerobics on physical level and physical conditions mainly is expressed in increasing of chest excursion (р≤0.05) and improvement of coordination (р≤0.05). Average daily scope of motion activity of the tested increased by 141% for boys and by 163% for girls; average weekly scope of motion activity – by 33% for boys and by 60% for girls.

5. From three tested kinds of health related aerobics the most powerful positive effect on key indicators of girls’ health (those, who have CVS problems) was rendered by step-aerobics trainings. Experimental trainings in this kind of aerobics with girl students resulted in more positive HBF indicators in rest (р≤0.05), shortening of HBF restoration time after moderate physical load (р≤0.05), Robinson’s (р≤0.05) and Skibinskaya’s indices (р≤0.05), general level of health (р≤0.05), than in group, which was trained classic aerobics. In final value of Robinson’s index, confident differences (р≤0.05) were also found with comparing with group, which trained dancing aerobics. Trainings of dancing aerobics rendered more noticeable positive influence on coordination of the tested in comparison with classic aerobics’ trainings: boys demonstrated more favorable results of Romberg’s test (р≤0.05) and Firilova’s test (р≤0.05); girls demonstrated improvement by Yarotskiy’s test (р≤0.05) and Firikiova’s test (р≤0.05). Besides, girls, who trained dancing aerobics, demonstrated finally higher level of somatic health (р≤0.05), than the girls, who trained classic aerobics.

6. Two variants of experimental methodic of Low Impact health related aerobics’ application at physical culture classes with SHG students, who have CVS problems, are highly effective and, with it, rather equal by character of impact, that witnesses that correlation and order of exercises alternating of classic, dancing and step-aerobics are not critically important in the aspect of influencing on somatic health of the tested students’ category. Most of them demonstrated confident (р≤0.05) improvement of this indicator, which expressed in economizing of myocardium functioning (р≤0.05), increasing of organism’s aerobic abilities (р≤0.05), stabilizing of vegetative indicators (р≤0.05), increasing of physical workability (р≤0.05), general endurance (р≤0.05), improvement of cardio-respiratory system’s general state (р≤0.05) and psycho-emotional state (by results of CAH test). Besides, we registered positive influence of both variants of the methodic on mobility of chest (р≤0.05), strength (р≤0.05), coordination (р≤0.05).

7. The first variant of experimental methodic, which is characterized by domination of step-aerobics’ exercises, rendered more positive influence on economizing of myocardium functioning (р≤0.05), vegetative indicators (р≤0.05), power abilities (р≤0.05) of boys and girls. The second variant of experimental methodic, which is characterized by equal correlation of classic, dancing and step-aerobics, rendered more positive influence on organism’s aerobic abilities (р≤0.05) and coordination (р≤0.05) of both girls and boys as well as on physical workability (р≤0.05) and general state of girls’ cardio-respiratory system (р≤0.05).
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